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Rethink language - Make sense of language data
 

T-Systems provides digital sovereignty to Lengoo's platform with
sovereignty controls for Google Cloud Platform. Lengoo now is able to
gain more trust from its customer by meeting their customers
requirements regarding data privacy and data security.

The challenge
Whether for internal communication, or for external blog posts and
news that a company publishes, the entire data pool of inputs for any
communication within a company has a major impact on the quality of
machine translation and other language technology. Therefore all
company's data are considered sensitive and unique. Protecting them
is one of the corporate values that Lengoo is committed to.

The solution
With T-Systems Sovereign Controls, the fast-growing language tech
company benefits especially from the Data residency controls.
Customer data now are stored in Google Cloud’s German region,
while the Encryption keys are stored and managed by T-Systems
outside of Google’s infrastructure. Further security services by
T-Systems also ensure greater operational and software sovereignty.

The results
T-Systems Sovereign Cloud powered by Google Cloud reduces
security concerns about the safety and protection of Lengoo's
customer data and delivers real added value in respect to data
sovereignty. The young company can now fully concentrate on the
further development of their AI system HALOS and facilitate their
clients to work on high quality translations.

The T-Systems Sovereign Cloud powered by Google
Cloud creates more data sovereignty and thus more
trust for Lengoo's customers in our language-based AI

 solutions.
Alexander Gigga, CMO, Lengoo

About Lengoo GmbH
Lengoo leverages the quality of translations by
transfering the expertise of the world's best
language professionals to their individualized AI
system. HALOS (Human-Augmented Language
Operating System) understands the
company-related context and supports whenever
someone works with language such as creating
mails, transcriptions or translations.
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About T-Systems International GmbH
With individual multi- and hybrid-cloud solutions,
we offer opportunities for more growth and
efficiency in the development of new business
models.
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